PRESS ADVISORY – PHOTO OPPORTUNITY

MAYOR GARY R. McCARTHY INVITES YOU TO JOIN HIM IN WELCOMING FIREFIGHTER EUGENE STOLOWSKI LADDER 27 FDNY

WHEN: Wednesday, March 21, 2012
TIME: 7:00 P.M.
WHERE: SCCC’s Stockade Building - Room 101
DETAILS: Firefighter Eugene Stolowski Ladder 27 of the FDNY will be the main speaker at the “Black Sunday” presentation which refers to Sunday January 23, 2005 where 3 members of FDNY died in two separate fires.

FF Stolowski speaks throughout NYS reminding firefighters of the dangers of their profession, the need to stay vigilant to situational awareness and the importance of training. FF Stolowski is the Operations Manager for FDNY’s Fire Family Transport Foundation.